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AIrstract. For an independent representation of the constraints on processes % LI%ibuted system 
parts the formalism of Loosely Coupled Systems is recalled. The event structure is derived only from 
prespecified restrictions of behaviour, concurrency of events is dsscribed in elementary and iocd 
terms. Formal construction methods (constraint module and siack phase techniques) are defined 
and used to model a solution for a control problem under various constraints (fairness). The 
correctness of the solution is proved usirg a general and new formal procedure: A restricted cast 
graph is evaluated which is minimal with respect to the needed information. For the sake of 
evaluation the system is reduced tc arnother one by a simple and eficient algorithm. It is proved that 
the wanted restricted case graph is an invariant under the algorithm. In the reduced system the 
restricted case graph is very simple to compute. 
1. Introduction 
Restrictions have been widely used as independent tools for specifying systems of 
concurrent processes haring distributed systems of resources. We mention here 
Patil’s constraint modules [5], facts in plac:e/tranaition nets [2], also programming 
concepts lilce path expressions [3] or distributed processes [l]. In order to prove 
correctness of system descriptions which contain restriction elements these restric- 
tions are given a semantics which is expressed in terms of the remaining specification 
elements of the given forr 4 cipproach. So the effect of Patil’s constraint modules is 
described by P-net structures. Facts in place/trausition ets correspond to dead 
subnets. The semantics of path expressions i described by Petri nets. This makes the 
restrictions understandable asa shorthand escription of structures which are often 
enough very complicated and consequently oflimited usefulness for practical proofs, 
We are here concerned with a new formalism of restrictions on processes in 
distributed system parts, called Loosely Coupled Systems. This is a model which 
syntactically is based only on mutual exclusion of states. But different from tha 
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approaches mentioned above the semantics of this formal language is derived from 
the restrictions themselves: Roughly spoken, the event structure in our systems 
essentially describes the slack of behaviour which system parts have under the 
plespecified restrictions. Also tuarcurrency ofevents is definable in eiemenfury and 
local terms, and it is to be canonically understood as causal independence. 
This paper is a conceptual study, After a short f,ormal introduction into Loosely 
Cou@ed Systems -for a more detailed and well-motivated escription see [4, 6, 
7] - we construct two classes of compound restrietional forms, so-&led eiementary 
and conditiunul elementary restrictions, by which a large class of synchronization 
constraints i covered [4]. These constructions serve as abstract constraint modules 
which admit ail1 events which do not infringe on the represented constraint. We 
introduce aslack phase technique by means of which we are able to manipulat,z the 
effect of the constraint modules, especially the slack. which they Beave with respect to 
special subsystems. In order to demonstrate the power of our modelling tools we 
formulate aproblem of asymmetrical interaction of processes in distributed system 
parts. We do not refer to any implementaticn detail. The six problem conditions are 
partially restrictive and easy to understand - e.g. a. fairness condition is included -
but it is very hard to see directly how they influence possible runs of the interacting 
processes. Starting with a ‘partial’ solution and using the formal tools which were 
introduced before we refine this ‘solution’ stepwise such that the system so far 
constructed is essentially not changed by the next step and that the imposed 
conditions are successively satisfied. 
The correctness 9f our solution is proved only on the basis of restrrctions. All the 
information which we need for this purpose is contained in a restricted ,vse graph 
(with respect o a &rbsystem). We define a reduction algorithm which reduces a 
subsystem ofthe sohrtion but which leaves this restricted case graph invariant (up to 
an isomorphism). It finally turns out that with respect to the properties to be proved 
the evaluated restricted case graph is minimal. The algorithm is simple and efficient. 
It is needed in order to make the evaluation of the restricted case graph practically 
efficient. The results are discussed in some detail, 
2. Loosely coupled systems 
In order to form&e the interdependence b tween the components of a rea:l 
system we do not assume anything sbout the system parts except hat they are in 
exactly one state or section of activit_; at any time. We call these states phases. Let B 
be the (finite) set of parts, P the set of all phases. Our assumption then has the 
following form: 
W b=P; u b=P; V bl#b~=+bJlbt=O. (1) 
beI beB blr&fB 
The interdependence b tween parts id reduced to lthe mutual exclusion of some of 
their states. The binary relation which describes the mutual exclu3on of phases in bl 
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and b2 is called coupling relation between b1 and bl and den:zued by K(bl,!$ So ‘we 
have : 
K(blbz) c 61 x 52; K(blbz) = K(bzbI,? (2) 
We then define: 
c 
K := U K{tlb2), where M(bb) := (b x b) -id(b) (3) 
hl.bz~B 
(id(b) is the identity mapping in b, and by the definition of a coupling relation K(bb) 
we want to say that two different phases in b cannot hold at the same time). 
Definition 1. Let c c P; then 
(a) c is a maximal configuration iff “jb& I/: n b] = 1; 
(b) c is a case c E C iff c is a maximal configuration and 
v (Pl, Pz)@K* 
Pl.PZEC 
The system situations are represented by cases, i.e. by maximal subsets of pairwise 
‘compatible’ phases. A Loosely Coupled System (LCS) is a quadruple (P, B, C, K) 
where P, B, C, K are defined and related to one another by (l)-(3) and Definition 1. 
D&&ion 2. Let cl c2 E C be two cases. The pair (cl, c2) represents an elementary 
eoerat iff Icl-c21= Ic2-c11 = 1. 
Let (p} := cl - ~2; (4) := c2 -cl. (Obviously p and 4 belong to the same part.) Then 
(cl, ~2) describes the F?rcse transition p + q in cl. In Fig. 1 we have three parts bl, b;, 
b3. The coupling relativvrs are represented by undirected arcs betweeT phases. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
One can see that 1: here is a phase transition 1 + 3 from {‘_, 6,s) but 5 + 6 4s no 
elementary event: A case which contains 5 must contain 7, and a case which contains 
6 necessarily 8. A pair (cl, c2) of cases such that Icl -cz! > 1 is not considered to 
represent asystem case transformation unless it is decomposable into a sequence of 
elementary events. So the coincident jump 5 + 6 and 7 + 8 which would lead from 
(4,5,7} to {4,6,8} is excluded. (The special character of cases and elementary events 
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is directly derivable from a formal understanding of infringements (on constraints). 
For more details see [6,7].) 
Definition 3. Let c, cl, c2 E C and c -cl =: {PI}; (:I -c =Z (41); c - c2 =I {pz}; CP -
c =: (q2}. The elementary events pl+ q1 and p2 + q2 are concurrent in c ifT (41, q~) ti K. 
The case graph of an LCS has the cases as nodes and an (undirected) edge between 
acy &o iff there is a phase trans:iition from one case to the other one. With this 
notation we formulate: 
Theorem 1. Ur&r the zssumptionar of Definition 3 pi + q1 and p2 + q2 are concurrent 
in c iff there is c3 E C wlrkh completes the followingpartof the case graph as indicated by 
the dotted lines : 
C. 
In Fig. 3 both 3 + 4 and 5 + 6 may happen starting from {1,3,5} buk after each of 
them the other one is blc-Aed. They are in conflict. In Fig. 4 only (4,fj) is removed, 
and now b h transitions are car-urrent in (1,3,§). 
case graph 
(2,3,5) 
I 
I1.3.5) 
/ \ 
(1,4,5) 11,316) 
Fig. 3. 
case graph 
f2,3,51 
b3 
(1,4,61 
Fig. 4. 
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In such a situation there is no restriction which prevents us to execute 3 +4 ;;and 
5 + 6 simultaneously. Such a restriction (bottleneck) would be represented, byadding 
a part 64 as shown in Fig. 5. Here 3 and 5 belong to a common case (as they did 
before), e.g. to {1,3,5,73 and to {I, 3,5,8}. One can switch between both, but from 
each of these cases only one transition can be executed, then, after a change in b4, the 
other one. (By the necessary step in 6~ between 3 + 4 and 5 + 6 we establish acasual 
dependence between these events.) 
Fig. 5. 
The formalism of Loosely Coupled Systems is based on coupling relations, i.e. on 
very primitive and “smooth’ restrictional elements. On the other hand, even simple 
synchronization constraints like bounded capacity for the use of a common resource 
by more than two processes cannot be expressed by coupling relations between the 
involved system parts. For a broad class of restrictions, however, we shall now give a 
procedure by which we solve the representation problem in LCS’s by an easy 
reduction. Let Z:={1,. ..,k,k+l,.. .,&I+1 ,..., n}. Let &EB, ill and PiE6i 
such that: 
(a) pi#pj;i#jand Isi, jsn; 
(b) 6~#6j;i#jand(1~i,j~kork+1~i,jdIorI+1~i,~~n). 
If AI(i, c), At(i, c), A&, c) are formulas of the type pi E c or pi& c and if # , # I, # ” 
represent one of the quantifiers W, 3 we have the following general scheme for logical 
formulas about a set of given parts in an LCS: 
Jc(c l;G~&(i, c) A W A&‘, c)) =$ *” 443h 4) (4) 
k+l+=Z;l I+l~mrn 
They are called conditional elementary restrictions, in case k = I we call them 
elementary restrictions. 
There is a general method to realize these restrictions by adding exactly one part, 
the controlpart, to the given bl and by only coupling the control part to the 6i (see [41). 
Ifwespecialize(4)tok=I=2;n=4-; #=V; #“=3;A1(i,c)=piEc;A3(m,cI= 
pm d c then Fig. 6 gives the representation ofthis restriction. By this special form we 
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Fig. 6. 
exactly express that in any case c in an LCS containing the given set of parts 
b I ,..,, bsatmostthreeofthephasespl,.. ., p4 can hold in the situation c. If we take 
the same specialization of (4) and substitute .g. #’ by 3 (instead of V) we find a 
proper repr.2sentation f r the new restriction in Fig. 7. 
A conditional. elementary restriction is used in Section 4. 
It can be shown that for restrictions of the type (4p) the fo lowing holds [4]: 
Fig. 7. 
Theorem 2. (a) If the premise of (4) does not hold for c E C all phase transitions are 
admitted which do not change the uth value of the premise. 
(b) Let neither the premise irZor the conclusion of (4) hold for cl E C; let the premise 
hold for c2 E C. Then c2 cannot be reached from cl before the conclusion begins to hold. 
(c) If nothinq is prescribed about the validity of the conclusion of (4) in case that the 
premise does nti; hold all situations and operations described in (a) and (b) may occur 
in the LC’S representation of the restriction. 
Except pathological formulas we see that the realization of a formula of the type 
(4) restricts the beha;riour in the ,bi n ;m easily underistandable way and only insofar 
as it is specified by the formula. According to Definition 2 every phase transition in a 
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part of an LCS may occur which does not infringe on one of the prespecified primitive 
restrictions, i.e. on the coupling relations Having this in mind Theorem 2 thus tells us 
that elementary and conditional elementary restrictions have primitive character as 
construction elements which we find for the coupling relations. 
Definition 4. Let, for an LCS (P, B, C, K), B := (61, . a -, bk, &+I,. . . , b,) and let S’ 
be the subsystem which is covered by bl, ...Pbk.ifPEbr; k+l<lsn wecallpa 
slack phase (with respect o S’) iff p is not coupled to any phase in S’. A slack phase p 
(with respect to S’) is called proper iff it is coupled to every phase q outside of S’ which 
is coupled to ti phase in b,. 
In Fig. 1 5 + 6 was not possible because of the strong coupling of b2 and b3. If we 
create 9 as shown in Fig. 2 we enlarge the slack between b1 and b2. 5 + 6 is possible 
now from (4,5,9}. 9 is a proper slack phase (with respect o the subsystem covered by 
(bz}). So the slack of 63 to the rest of the system is unchanged: E.g. the transition 2 + 3 
was not possible in Fig. 1, and this is true also in Fig. 2. Creating a proper slack phase 
is obviously an elementary operation with respect o the design of Loosely Coupled 
Systems. 
3. Loosely coupled systems with transitional relations 
As a slight extension of our notions in Section 2 we define: 
Definition 5. Let S := (P, B, C, K) be an LCS. A pair (S, T) is cal!ed a Loosely 
Coupled System with Transitional Relations (LCST) ifi: 
(1) T = ubEB T(6) and T(b) c b x 6; 
(2) Let cl, c2 E C. (cl, ~2) represents a phase transition iff /cl - czl= ICZ -cl1 = 1 and 
for {p} := cl-c2; (q) := c2-cl: (p, q)E 7: 
Remark 1. Except some small occasion in Section 4 we shall only consider sym- 
metrical relations T(6). So, instead of writing {(p, q), (q, p)}~ T we introdluce the 
more convenient notation: p-4. We mention without proof that there are some 
standard constructions by which some parts are added to the LG structure S such 
that a symmetrical relation T is realized in terms of an LCS structure. Note t:.g. that 
in Fig, 1 the addition of the two phase part bJ to the subsystem covered by bl (if WE 
forget K(blb2)) excludes 2+ 3 (and 3 + 2) in b1 and so realizes the transitional 
relation T(bl) := (61 x bl] -{(2, a), (3,2)). In other words, in the special case where 
T = T-’ LCS’s are only a shorthand escription of JXS’s. 
We shall now define a reduction algorithm for LCST’s. It will have two dlifferent 
types of operations, called Step 1 and Step 2, corresponding to the merging of parts 
and of phases in a part, respectively. Let (S, T) be an LCST with S := (P, El, C, K). 
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_dLgo&hm 1. Step 1: Let bI, bz be two different parts. We replace them-by orly one 
part which is denoted by bl * b:!. It is defined by: 
bl * 62. := (((~9 q), (q, p))lp E bl, 9 E bz; Cp, (I)& K). 
FCC short we sh.all write (p, q) instead of ((p, q), (4, p)) when we refer to P~QS~S of 
bl * b2. For j&(1,2} we define: 
K(bj(bl * bz))(p) :={lp~, ~z)/(~,~d~K(bjbt)or IP,P~JEKC~~~)I* 
Let (pl,p2h (p3, n&h * 62. men 
i 
(1) p1=p3o~Pz=P4; 
(pl, ~2) ti (~3, pa): * (2) If PI + p3 or p2 + ~4, then 
p l c* p3 or p2 44 jp4, respectively. 
Step 2: Let b E I3 and pl, p2 E b such that: 
(1) Vbi+b M(bbi)(pl) = K(bbi)(PJ; 
(2) Plc*P2* 
Then we replace b by b’ where b’ := (b -(pl, p2})U((pI, p&. The coupling in 
h’ -UP19 P2N is as before. In addition to that we del5ne: 
bi # b’ =j K(b’bi)((pa, PzI) := K(bbi)(pl)- 
Finally, let p, q E b’ -((PI, ~2). Then p c, q iff it was true before, and 
F -{PI, ~21: @ p *PI or P *p2 in b. 
The algorithm works as follows: Given bl, b2 E B one applies Step 1, afterwards 
one applies Step 2 as often as possible. The result is again denoted by b1 * b2 if there is 
no misunderstanding. The rest of the system is unchanged, Let (S’, T’) be the 
resulting LCST. 
Theorem 3. With the notation of Algorithm 1 the mapping (bl, b&-+ bl * b2 (upplica - 
tion of Step 1 and Step 2) is a commutative and associative operation. 
Due to space limitations we do not give a formal proof. (The commutativity is
ob:vious.) AS it iii easy to see that multiple application of Step 1 (and also of Step 2 
alone if that is possrble) isassociative (up to notational differences which we are not 
irAerested in) thie idea is simply to shaw that if Step 2 was applicable for two phases 
then it will still be applicable after application of Step 1 and if it was not applied at 
once. 
The algorithm will be used in Section 4 to reduce tlhe computational complexity of 
a restricted case graph. 
t&m 5, Let (S, T) be an LCST, where S :== (P, B, C, K). Let I? := (61, . . . , 6,) 
and B’ := (b 1, . (I . , bk); k <n. Let (C, N) be fhe case graph of (S, 7’) with C as node 
set and N as the arc set which describes the transition between cases (see Remark 1). 
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(1) For cl, CZE C we define: 
~1 ;,c~zc+ V clnbi=cznbi, 
lrir;k 
and for cl # c2 there is a path in ( C, N) from cl to c2 which describes only transitions 
in 43-B’. 
(2) e restriction of the casr graph to B’ (or the restricted case graph if we do not 
explicitely refer to B’) is denoted by G((S, T)IB’) and defined to be the following 
graph (CIB’,NIB’): 
CIB’ := c/ -; 
B’ 
(El, &)EN)B’ iff there are ci E El, ck EZ~ such that (ci, c~)EN and ci. -ci is in a 
part of B’. 
As an example let us take the LCST which is given by the subsystem S in Fig. 5 
which is covered by (62,6x, 64). T is trivial and therefore omitted. G(S l(b2,3& is 
drawn in Fig. 8. For the matter of convenience we have written (3, [7 8],5) instead of 
I3,17 81,s) 
/\ 
Fig. 8. 
The restricted case graph G((S, T) I IT’) shows all transitional details in B’ vvhich 
can be found in the cas 3 graph (C, W) but the transitional structure in the rest of the 
system is preserved only insofar as it is needed to understand the behaviour of the 
subsystem covered by B’. 
In Fig. 8 one sees that 3 + 4 and 5 + 6 are possible in an arbitrary order and that 
they cannot occur at the same time because the classes [7 103 and [8 91 are disjoint. 
But it is not shown how one comes from one class in the restricted case graph to the 
other one. This corresponds to the practical situation where a user of a computer 
system uses service programs to manipulate his data sets: He must know how thesrz 
facilities can be combined in order to work for his purpose but he fill not be 
interested at this level (and maybe we cannot explain it to him) by which internal 
procedures these programs are made available for him. 
‘I’he formal motivation for Algorithm 1 and at the same time the key result of our 
paper is the following: 
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Theorem 4. Let (S, T) be an LCST; S := (P, B, C, K); B := {bl, . . . , bkP 
b k+l ,..., 6,); 2sk<n; & :={bl,..., bk). With the notations of Algorithm 1 le? 
(S’, T’) be the resulting LCST after a single application of tile algorithm?. So we have 
S’ := (P’, B’, C’, K’) with B’ = (B - {bl, 62)) u {bl ,k bz}. Let finally 
B,k := (bl * bZ, e . . , bbk). Then the following holds: :ike following diagram !ZZ?S the 
dotted commutadive completion where f is an isomorphism of graphs: 
(S,T) + G( (S,T) 
I 
IB-Bk) 
I 
L 
; 
(S',T') - -a CJ( (s’ ,~a) lB*-8;) 
As a consequence cjf Theorem 3 we derive: 
Cornkuy I. Multiple application of the algorithm in order to redrxe the number of 
elements J% Bk leaves the correspondinta restricted case graph invariant. 
Proof off Theorem 4. We have B - B& = {bi<+l, . . . , b,,} = B’ - B;. It is to show firstly 
that the classes in G((S’, T’)(B’- B; : are the same as in G((S, T)I B -.Bk) (up to 
notational differences), secondly that two classes arte connected in G((.?‘, T’) 1 B’- 
B;) iff the eorrelsponding classes in G( (5, 1’) 1 B - Bk ) were connected. If we assume 
that the first part has been shown the second part is an obvious consequence of the 
definition of connection (see Definition 6). 
Let (:I9 c2E C; cl := (p:, pf, . . . , p:,); cz := {p?, p2 , , . . , pz}. By the transformation 
from (S, T) to (S’, T’) the pairs (pi, pi) and (pi, p,‘) are occasionally elements 
of subsets P’ and P2 of pha,se pairs which were merged by multiple application of 
Step 2. 
p’ := UP19 411, (P2,42), - - * , (Pm 4rN; 
p2 := {h h), (S2,~2), ’ * * , hJ, 44 
where pi, Si E 61; qi, ti E b2. 
Without loss of generality assume that P’ and P2 were formed by successive adding 
of phase pairs in the listed order. So we know: 
(al) All pairs in PI (in P2) are coupled with the same phases in bJ, . . . , b, (see 
Algorithm 1); 
(a2) I’he (pi, e); 1 s i G r tire connected with respect o ‘c*‘; the (Sj, tj); 1 b j c v are 
Tonnected with respect o ‘iw’, 
Because of Algorithm 1 ‘ve assume without loss of generality: 
(Pi=P,+i’w ~~i=9i+l)~tp,#pi+l~pic*pi+l~ 4ifqi+l=Iqic*qi+l) 
for 1 q i c r - 1: 2nd a similiar relation holds for pairs in P2. 
! 
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(h) Because of (al) we derive that the sequence 
{Pi, 4i3 Pk . . . , pk}; 1 G i s r describes a path in (C, N), and 
sequence. 
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with elements c: :=: 
cl is contained in this 
(c) The sequence with elements cf := (si, ti, pz, . . e , pz}; 1 C]‘s u contains c2 and 
describes apath iti (C, N). 
Let ci := {P’, p; , . . . ,lpA}; c; :=: {P2, p:, . . . , pi}. Of course we have c;, ci E C’. 
We then show that: 
Cl - c2wc)r 
B-& 
- c;. 
B’-Bi, 
(3 
Proof of (5): Because of Definition 6 it remains to show that c1 is reachable from CT in 
(C, N) by transitions from {br, . . . , bk) iff c ; is reachable from c; in (C’, N’) by 
transitions from (bl * 62, . . . , bk}. 
‘=Y: It is sufficient to show that if (cl, C~)E N and cl - c2 E Bi u t9, say cl --c2 c ba, 
then (c;, C$)E N’. (The sufficiency results from the. fact that e.g. for CJE C with 
(ci, Q)E N and cl- c3 c bl u b2 obviously ( c ;, ci) E N’.) But following t.he 
argumentation from (a) to (c) this is at once verified because we see that P’ -P2. 
‘k’: It is sufficient o show that if (ci, C$)E N’ and ci -c; E b, * b2 then cl is 
reachable from c2. With the notation above we have: P’ f P*; P’ c* P2. Therefore we 
derive from (a) to (c) that there is a ‘bridge’ in (C, N) between the paths {L ! 11 s i s r} 
and {cf 11 ~j s tr), and these sequences contain cl and ~2, respectively. 
We define for c E C: f(c) := [c’] - 
B’-B; 
where c’ is constructed as in {cj. Because 
a? (5) f is one-to-one, and this completes the proof. 
The pra&ical evaluation of a restricted case graph may be,very hard in the case that 
the subsystem structure the details of which are not explicit in the wanted graph 
structure (compare the discussion around Figc 8!) is very complex. If one can 
transform, by application of Algcjrithm 1, this subsystem structure into a ‘simpler’ 
one, Theorem 4 will be very helpful for finding the restricted casd graph of the 
original system. How this may work will be demonstrated in the following section 
along the discussion of a synchronization problem. 
4. A problem of fair interruption 
‘We assume that in a complex system with many interacting parts there are two 
parts named Cl and C2. The processes in Cl and C2 be mainly independent with the 
only exception that processes in Cl may interrupt processes in C2 at certain 
conditions. For descriptional simplicity we assume that the processes in C2 run along 
a cycle of states. We do not want to make use of any further structural detail of the 
processes involved. We even do not postulate a special direction of the processes in 
C2 along the specified cycle. As an example take the data transmission i  a data bus, 
e.g. in a minicomputer network. 
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A cyclic proess in Cl is allowed to interrupt the processes in C2 under the 
following requir :ments (which we shall take as constraints for the construction of a 
soiution): 
(1) We do n at make any assumptica in the geographical or timely distance 
between Cl anti ~2 or on the relative speeds of the processes in Cl and C2. 
(2) There is a special section of activity in Cl (and only one) called the interrupting 
section during which the processes of C2 may be interrupted after at most one cycle, 
e.g. after sending an interrupt signal. There is another section in Cl during which C2. 
is completely free from Cl. It may be called the free section of Cl. 
(3) There is one and only one section in C2 (called the halting OP interruptible 
section) in which the cyclic processes can be stopped. 
According to (1) the distance between Cl and C2 may be very large. So the 
information transmission from Cl to C2 may need some functionally non-trivial 
facilities. We formulate as a requirement: 
(4) In case of a conflict in the information transmission facility the events which 
were activated by Cl will have priority. Every event in this facility is activated by Cl 
or C2. 
(‘1 ‘rhe process in Cl cannot be prevented by C2 from doing its next step. I I 
Let us assume that the process in Ci is very fast compared to those in C2 (see (1)). 
So it may happen that a cyclic process in C2 was free while he began to prepare 
himself to leave the interruptible section (see (2)). During this time the pyocess in Cl 
might go to the interrupting section (see (2)). As a requirement of fairness (v&l 
respect o Cl) we therefore formulate: 
(6) If one of the cyclic processes in C2 was left free by Cl (::ee (2)) while he 
prepared himself to leave the interruptible section he will be allowed to do so (but 
will occasionally halt as soon as he enters the interruptible section because of (3)). 
Altogether the influence of the interruption is not in force immediately, and the 
structure of the constraints given in (1) to (6) seems not very lucid. We shall construct 
a suitable LCST in several steps. The first one is found in Frg. 9. (In those parts in 
which the transitional relation is not drawn it is regarded to be the full relation.) The 
rnterruptible section in C2 consists only of the phase 1. In phase 2 or 4 a process 
which is to go to 1 is warned when he may be interrupted in 1.2 and 4 are therefore 
called warning phases. Phase 3 represents the remainder sections of activity of the 
involved processes. The inform&an transmission facility consists of the parts A and 
13, Ct has only the two phases 12 and 15. If Cl is in 15 and is kept there, the following 
will happen: 
(a) if a process of the form 1 + 2 -:a 3 + 4 + 1 l l - is running in C2 then after at most 
one cycle - more precisely: after 4 a+ 1- the parts A and B had been forced to come 
.o 7 and 11, respectively. But from the case { 1,7,11,15} there cannot be a transition 
1 + 2. Consequently these processes are interrupted in 1. 
(b) If a process of the form 1 - 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 
l l l is running in C2 then A and B are 
enforced to go to 8 and 10, respectively, before 2 -) 1 can be done, But then 1 + 4 
cannot happen, and therefore these processes are also interrupted in 1. 
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Fig. 9. 
In both cases the processes are not interrupted outside of phase 1. Furthermore 
15 + 12 can occur in any case, and then the processes in C2 may run arbitrarily. We 
see that this ‘solution’ already satisfies the requirements (1), (3), (5) and - partially -
(2). (15 represents the interrupting section.) On the other hand: If Cl is in 12 the 
processes inC2 are not completely free because they have to enforce some changes in 
A during their runs. In order to cut these mutual influences between Cl and A if 
required we introduce aslack phase 5 in A (with respect o C2 and B) as shown in Fig. 
10 (see Bcfinition 4). Nearly ev, Pmirthing remains true what was said about he system 
in Fig. 9. The only exczpaion isthat if Cl is in 12 the processes in C2 now have the 
chance to be completely free, namely if A comes to 5 and remains there once Cl has 
been moved to 12. We enforce this by extending our ‘solution’ again (see Fig. 11): 
Fig. 10. 
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andspecializeasfollows:k=3;1=3;n=S; #= ; ~‘=%“=WW,d=pi E 
c; A&P/ 7) =pi E c; &(M, CT) =pmif c). This gives us: 
v ( V PiECA 3 pjEC* V pm&C ceC l<iSl ZSjS3 4SmsS ) 
and, after assigning the corresponding phase names to the pi, pi9 P,.~, we have the 
simple, formula: 
V ((14EcA(1(2)Ecv8Ec))~1(4)e’cA7~c). 
csc 
Let us assume that the LCST in Fig. 13 came to the case (l(2), 5,9, 12, 19). The 
processes in C2 are free-running, and we may have the following sequence of 
transitions: 
3 + 4,lO + 11,6 + 7,17 ,+ 19,4 + l(4), l(4) + l(O), l(0) + l(2). 
Than 1(2 j + 2 is not possible. But at the same time we canhot go from 15 to 14 unless 
we move C2 from l(2) t ack to l(Clj. This deadlock strongly violates requirement (5) 
because the process in C .’ would depend here on C2. The crucial point is that we pass 
phase 14 both along the way from 12 to 15 and from 15 to 12. Zn order to distinguish 
between these functions of 14 we split it into two phases, named 14 anti 16 (see Fig. 
14). The transitional relation of Fig. 12 is transformed into the preceden:.e relatior as 
indicated (cornpart:. Remark 1). The role of 14 is that of the previous phase 14 while 
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16 is a slack phase with respect o II). - In order to satisf, requirement (2) again we 
couplc12tolOandlland9~o17ar~d18(sceFig.15).l[fC1isnowir~~2,6)mustbe 
in 19 ~w~ich isa slack phase with respect o C2). Phase 12 represents the free section 
of Cl. 
Fig. 15. 
Assume that Cl is in 12 and therefore D in 19. Then Cl cannot go to 14 because D 
would have to leave phase 19 before, and this would be impossible because B cannot 
leave phase 9. Again requirement (5 j would be violated. We overcome this dificulty 
by splitting 12 into two phases, named 12 and 13. 12 plays the same role as the 
previous phase 12, and 13 agets as phase 12 did in Fig. 13 (see Fig. 16). ‘ihe 
precedence r lation is extended as shown. We now claim that the LCST in Fig. 16 is a 
solution of our problem. 
By our construction method certain restrictive properties were pres~rvcd. 30 we 
know that processes like l(2) + 2 3 3 + 4 + l(4) + l(0) + I(2) + m l - are interrupted in 
l(2) after at most one cycle if Cl is in 15. Similarly processes like l(4) + 4 +b 3+ 2 + 
1(2)+1(0)+1(4)+~ l are interrupted in l(4). The interruptible section is {l(4), 
1 (O), l(2)). 
In order to show that all requirements are satisfied we are interested in phase 
configurations {p, 4) with p E Cl, 4 E C2 and their relations to one another, There- 
fore it is sufficient to evaluate the case graph restricted to (Cl, C2) {see 
y ~p~~yi~g Al orithm 1, the 
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Fig. 16. 
phases coupled to 
transitions 
to 
a = (9,19) 14.15 d,g 
b = (10,17) 1t41.7.12 c,d,e 
c - (10,18) I w,7,8,12 I b,d,f 
Fig. 17. 
different sets of 1 :ases. - Next we merge A and D * B actor ing to Step 1. The 
of phases in A the list 
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phases rcupled to transitions to 
43,46,4?,54,57 
42,43,44,48,58 
40,41,42,46,50,59 
46 = (5,g) I 12,14,!5 1 4C,A?,44,45,56 
47 = (b,al 1(4),1(0),1(29,12,13,!4,15 40,50,53,54,57 
- -.- 
4.3 = (6,b) 1(4),1IO),l(2),l2,13 41,49,50,51,58 
49 = (6,~) 1(4),l(O),l(2~,l2,l3 42,48,50,X? 
50 - (6.d) l(4),1(O),l(2),~2,l3,14 43,47,48,$‘?,53,59 
_ 
51 - (6,e) 1(43,1(0),1(2),l2,l3 44.48.52,53 
52 - (6.f) 1(4),1(0~,1(2~,l2,l3 45,49,51,53,55 
- 
51 - (6.g) l(4),l(O),~~2),l2.13,14 46,47,5O,S1,52,56 
- 
54 a (7.a) 2,12,L3,14,15 40,47,56,57 
1 -- 
55 * (7,f) 1(2),2,~2,13 45.52.56 
- 
56 - 67.g) 2.12,13,14 46,53,54,55 
57 = (Ena) 1 4,12,13,14,15 1 40,47,54,59 
58 - (8.b) I 1(4),4,12,13 I 41.48.59 
59 - (8.d) 1, 4 12,13,14 ; 43,50,57.58 
Fi,g. 18. 
In the reduced LCST we have B’ := {Cl, C2, A * D * 0) as the set of parts, and 
K(C1 C2) = 0. From this simple structure we compute the case graph restricted to 
B’ -{A * I3 * B} by elementary checks in the list in Fig. 19. T& result is found in Fig. 
21. By Corollary 1 we know that this graph is isomorphic to the case graph restricted 
to B -{A, 0, B} of the LCST in Fig. 16. So we have an explicit representation ofthe 
information which we need for our correctness proof. T~L: columns in the schem.e 
corl-espond to phases of C2, the rows to phases of Cl. One finds especially that 
starting from { l(2), [E], 12) a process in C2 cannot be prevented fro l(2) -3 2 even if 
the process in Cl goes very quickly to 15 and therefore the system mes to the class 
{l(2), [QR], 15). (The solution is fair.) Qn the other hand, when the same process was 
interr~~pted (in a case belonging to (l(2), [0], 15)) it is necessary (and possible) 
re l(2) -+ 2 can occur. It is also obvious that the process in Cl is 
se in C2 (see re 
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phases coupled to transirions to 
Fig. 19. 
\ 
/ 
Fig. 20 
The subsystem l? in Fig. 15 whie ly understood (in 
s of our constru ion) to describe the function of the i~f~~ma~ion transmission 
between Cc1 and CL ut our language of parts, aild coupling edges is general 
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Fig. 21. Tl := EGHMNOPR; T2 := EFGHMNQPQR; T3 := EFHMOPQR; T4 := EFGHIKLPQR; 
T5 := EFGHIKLMNOPQR; T6 := EFGHIKLMNO. 
czz~h to regard A, D, B at the same time as representations of real objects which c7 
realize these functions by their interaction, 
W was compressed by Algorithm 1 tc, a single part and a non-trivial transition 
structure (see Fig. 19). This structure corresponds to the case graph of U t “r’hus it is 
worth mentioning that A * D * B has r*early the same number of phases - 1.3 - as 
altogether are in U which has 10. 
The evaluation of the case graph restricted to B -{A, D, B} = :C 1) (72) was very 
simple, a consequence of Corollary 1. The original system has 10 configurations 
and 207 cases, and therefore a direct computation of this restricted tci3sc graph would 
have been terribly laborious. Compared with t;le number of cases in the reduced 
system (132) the restricted case graph in Fig. 20 looks conveniently small. Further- 
more: As we required that there should be no influence from C2 to Cl and that C2 be 
not disturbed except that Cl would be in 15 we could expect that every configuration 
{p, 4) with p E Cl; 4 E C2 should occur in some class. For the interruptible section 
{l(4), l(O), l(2)} in C2 there should be at least two classes for each of the involved 
phases in order to reflect the different status of this section concerning interrupts 
from Cl. Therefore we would need at least 33 reduced cases for a correctness proof. 
But this is exactly the number to be found in Fig. 20. We conclude that the case graph 
restricted to {Cl, C2) was shown to be a minimal inuariant (under the algorithm). 
The algorithm is very simple. For our problem, but also in many other examples it 
worked practically eficient. So first steps were made here to settle a principle of 
invariance (and derived methods) also for the formal manipulation oi restrictions 
which is introduced by Loosely Coupled Systems. v 
ur solution is not ‘minimal’ but by the stepwise construction (i 
symmetrical relations) it could be shown how flexible our modelling tools can be. 
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&pecially we could in a systematic way in.crease or decrease the slack of behaviour 
which system parts have with respect o other parts. When we used (conditional) 
elementary estt’“Ctiorls thegiven slack was decreased only as far as it W.G required by 
the constraint w%ch was to be realized. 
We developed a concept of behaviour which is based only on primitive constraints 
on the behaviour of system parts: The event structure in Loosely Coupled Systems is 
essentially the slack rslif behaviour which is left to the parts under the prespecified 
constraints. So these restrictions represest an indeendcnt behavioral aspect, 
Fur:hermore, every further specification of events which structures the specified 
slack of behaviour can be directly combined with a description in terqs of Loosely 
Coupled Systems. Th,, jc is especially ussful in case that one has a complex inter- 
connection structure between system parts and also a complex event structure in the 
parts, e.g. in computer networks. 
Our formal techniques introduce new construc?lon ideas into the field of pro- 
gramming which are close to (informal) working principles in tec;iinical mechanics 
(compare the discussion in Fig. ll!). Although the application oC our formalism is 
:.herefore not restricted to systems which are implemented by computer it is 
conceivable, with our results above, to provide, for a compiler, additional and 
independent information on constrniints (constraint modules) in order to produce a 
machine language program which is correct with respect o the constraints. 
The idea of a reduction algorithm comparable to ours was suggested by Ugo 
ri and then discussed urin the visit of one of the authors in Pisa in March, 
ereby the development of r algorithm was highly ctimulated. 
The realty gf this paper were worked out during a guest researcher’s stay of two of 
the authors in y, I978 at the Institut fiir Informationssystemforschung of the 
Gesellschilft i; athematik und atenverarbeitung, St.Augus?in. They thank Prof. 
P&ii for the invitation. 
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